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Introducing Nameofthelord777 Ministry 

Short History and Focus

Short History of our Ministry we are non denominational Self funded

Ministry. We started in 2013 January with two branches one in Mandaue

Cebu and the other in Palawan Philippines. We Seek to reach the Lost and

edify the Saved through the PROMOTION OF BIBLE READING AND SCRIPTURE

MEMORIZATION. We also have a Bible Teaching Ministry with Practical

Edifying You Tube Power point studies of Various Topics Relevant to the Bible

and Christian Living. Our Emphasis is to prepare and alert the World’s

Christians to the imminent danger in our perilous End Times and the fact

that all signs point to Tribulation and at its end the Rapture.

Nameofthelord777 Ministry can be contacted in Philippines by cells

09998461315/09497715707 you can contact us easier by our email

Nameofthelord777@yahoo.com.



March 20, 2015 

Solar Eclipse and 

Super Moon Study

Nameofthelord777 Ministry



A Solar Eclipse AND A 

Supermoon Happening On 

The Same Day: March 20, 

2015



End Time Perfect Tetrad



Pastor Mark Biltz of El Shaddai Ministries

The probability of all the events associated with this 

Tetrad and two solar eclipses is equal to 1.09E-23.*

8th Tetrad



Luke 21:11

And great earthquakes shall be in divers places, and famines, and 

pestilences; and fearful sights and great signs shall there be from 

heaven

Luke 21:28 

And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift 

up your heads; for your redemption draweth nigh.

Luke 21:36 

Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted 

worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to 

stand before the Son of man.

End Time Scriptures



Revelation 6:12-13
12 And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, 

there was a great earthquake; and the sun became black 

as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood;
13 And the stars of heaven fell unto the earth, even as a 

fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a 

mighty wind.

• Haiti earthquake/ Japanese Tsunami/Bohol Earthquake/ Philippine 

Yolanda typhoon, Indonesian Tsunami, Indonesian volcano

• Sun turneth black by eclipse. Solar system is the only place in 

universe that has sun eclipses and lunar eclipse when moon turns 

red

• Stars fell - comet Ison

• USGS Deadly earthquakes  increasing



USGS Earthquake Frequency chart



1. Israel will prevail over its enemies- Isaiah 41:12-14- Fulfilled: late 1900s

2. The ruins of Israel would be rebuilt- Amos 9:11, 13- Fulfilled: late 1900s

3. Ezekiel prophesied prosperity for modern-day Israel-: Ezekiel 36:11-

Fulfilled: late 1900s

4. Trees again would grow in Israel- Isaiah 41:18-20- Fulfilled: late 1900s

5. Isaiah said Israel's fruit would fill the world- Isaiah 27:6- Fulfilled: late 

1900s

6. Jerusalem would become the world's most important religious site: Micah 

4:1- Fulfilled: Today

7. Egypt would never again rule over other nations-: Ezekiel 29:15- Fulfilled: 

1967, etc.

8. Zechariah prophesied the Jews return to Jerusalem- Zechariah 8:7-8-

Fulfilled: 1967, etc.

9. Israel's deserts will become like the Garden of Eden: Isaiah 51:3- Fulfilled: 

Being fulfilled now

10. Isaiah foretold of the worldwide return of Jews to Israel- Isaiah 43:5-6-

Fulfilled: late 1900s

• Show Video of Lush green crops in Israel now.

Copyright ©1999-2002 George Konig and 100prophecies.org( ref. 30)

Bible Prophecies fulfilled in our days 
(Non heavenly signs)

http://100prophecies.org/


End Time Tetrad Historical 

Happenings on the Blood Tetrad 

Picture Gallery



End Time Tetrad General 

Picture Gallery



VII. Triple 28th September 2017 – Blood 

Moon, Super Moon - Sukkot 

• Super moon  

• Lunar eclipse 

• On gods holy feast day

• Excellent rapture day? 

The probability of all the events associated with this 

Triple with a Super, Lunar, and Feast Day  is equal to 1.48E-5.*

TRIPLES

Credit for the Graphic permission for its 

use from Discover Ministries, Steve 

Cioccolanti



Up coming Mid Tetrad Full Solar 

Eclipse

 It means something major with Israel March 20,2015 
(around the time of the Solar Eclipse or at least before the 
finish of the eighth Tetrad and last blood moon on 
September 28,2015.

 Potential Events before the end of this 8th Tetrad.

 Obama has already said he is going to send troops to fight Isis 
on the Ground this is the first of 5 end time wars.

 Obama signs a peace agreement to keep Israel safe from 
Neighbors for 7 years.(ISIS)

 Gog Magog War? This one seems to be heating up with the 
alliance between Russia (clearly Russia is magog) and Egypt. 
The end time titanic struggle is started with America working 
with Saudia Arabia.. Ie G7 set against the Brics countries with 
China playing both sides. (See our G7 and Brics) (See also out 
study on the five end time wars)



Mystery Babylon is America the 

exporter of Pornography, abortions 

and Cigarettes and GMO’s 

 The Destruction of Mystery Babylon.

 Up until now, I had thought that the destruction of Mystery Babylon 
would happen during the wrath of God in the second half of the seven 
year Great Tribulation. After reading and studying the book of 
Revelation in chronological order, I am convinced that this destruction 
will happen before the rapture. In my book, “The Window of the Lord’s 
Return” I outline many reasons why I believe that Mystery Babylon is the 
United States. Some teach that Mystery Babylon is New York City, the 
center of finance for the world. It could go either way. If New York City 
was totally destroyed as Revelation 18 describes, it would lead to a total 
collapse of all business and commerce in America. This would fulfill 
what is described in Revelation 18:11, “The merchants of the earth will 
weep and mourn over her because no one buys their cargoes anymore.”

 My next point concerning this second war happening in the last days will 
cover who, why, and when this will take place. First we will look at the 
who and the why.



Mystery Babylon is America the 

exporter of Pornography, abortions 

and Cigarettes and GMO’s 

 Who will have a part in the destruction of Mystery Babylon and why? In the context of my 

study, I am referring to the destruction of America as we know it. America is the only 

significant Super Power on earth that did not exist when the Bible was written. Thus, She 

was a Super Power that was a mystery to the writer of the book of Revelation. When the 

new global government comes to power as the solution to a global financial collapse, it is 

my belief that this new global, one world government, being led by the antichrist, will not 

want to see a recovery in America and see America attempt to rise up on Her own and 

challenge the leadership of this new one world government, (this is the why). If you will 

read Revelation 17:15-16, you will see who will be the one who will see to the destruction 

of America or Mystery Babylon. “Then the second angel said to me, “The waters you saw, 

where the prostitute sits, are peoples, multitudes, nations and languages. The beast and 

the ten horns you saw will hate the prostitute. They will bring her to ruin and leave her 

naked: they will eat her flesh and burn her with fire.”

 I believe that the a global financial collapse and other events, such as a mega quake and 

possibly an attack on Americas electrical grid, will have left America in a weakened state, 

making America an easy target to take out, without the strength to put up a fight. I 

recently heard on Fox News, a guest saying that within a year of America’s grid going down 

that as many as 90% of all Americans will have died. This weakened state would leave us 

wide open for a full blown attack on our soil. Later in this study, when I share how God 

lead me to a thirty year old prophecy from David Wilkerson, you will see this prophecy 

confirms what I am saying here.



Up coming Mid Tetrad Full Solar 

Eclipse-Time to Watch

When the eclipse happens worldwide

The eclipse starts at one location and ends at another. The times below are actual times 

(in UTC) when the eclipse occurs.

Time in Manila*

First location to see partial eclipse begin 20 Mar, 07:41 20 Mar, 15:41 

First location to see full Eclipse begin 20 Mar, 09:09 20 Mar, 17:09 

Maximum Eclipse 20 Mar, 09:45 20 Mar, 17:45 

Last location to see full Eclipse end 20 Mar, 10:22 20 Mar, 18:22 

Last location to see partial Eclipse end 20 Mar, 11:50 20 Mar, 19:50 

* Local times shown do not refer to when the eclipse can be observed from Manila. 

Instead, they indicate the times when the eclipse begins, is at its max, and ends, 

somewhere else on earth. The corresponding local times are useful if you want to view 

the eclipse via a live webcam. 

Eclipses visible in Manila.



• 70th anniversary of dead sea scrolls 

• Constellation Virgo will rise and Jupiter will go in retrograde for 41 

weeks. 

• 500th anniv. of protestant Christian’s reformation in 1517. (Martin 

Luther) 

• Rabbi Judah ben Samuel’s prophesied that after ten jubilees of the 

scattering and re-gathering of the Jews’s messianic age begins1517. 

The probability of all the events is equal to 1.146E-19.*

VIII. Virgo Jupiter in Retrograde- November 

20, 2016 comes out September 9, 2017 

• Jubilee of Israel 50 years of founding 1967 Six Day War

• Founding of Israel as a Nation, UN Resolution 181 1947 -14th may 2017 

after 70 years of founding

• 50th anniversary of Roswell New Mexico Space ship crash conspiracy. 
Gen.6:1-4 giants in the land………



Commercial for 

Nameofthelord777.com web page 

and Ministry

 If you don’t understand the concept of the tetrad and how rare it 

is please click on this link and watch our 38 minute teaching on 

the subject. You will learn how rare it is and that coincides with 

major Muslim and Jewish issues and we are currently in the 

midst of the 8th tetrad since Christ Died on the Cross.

 Part 1 Tetrad Sign of Rapture/World Financial Collapse??? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgXTlAL4Tig

 I firmly believe this is one of the signs form heaven of Jesus 

Return. He said Look up for your redemption draweth nigh.



It's one thing to experience a supermoon on its own, but to 
have it occur on the same day as a total solar eclipse is a rare 
confluence of events. And this, right after a magnificent 
display of the northern lights!

What makes this an even rarer occurrence is it's taking place 
on the first day of spring (a.k.a. the vernal equinox), on Friday, 
March 20. Unfortunately, this time around, the supermoon will 
be invisible to Earth because it's a new moon.

So will you be able to see the eclipse in Canada? The bad news 
is most Canadians won't get to see the total solar eclipse. The 
best views will go to people in Europe, and parts of Africa and 
Asia. High-latitude countries like Greenland and Iceland will be 
able to see the total eclipse

This Solar Eclipse makes the present 

Tetrad a Unprecedented Perfect 

Tetrad. See our related study.

http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2014/07/11/supermoon-canada-saturday_n_5579226.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.ca/2015/03/18/northern-lights-photos_n_6893062.html
http://www.businessinsider.com/when-is-the-solar-eclipse-2015-3
http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2015/03/18/solar-eclipse/24970217/
http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/supermoon-will-spring-a-total-solar-eclipse-on-friday-1.2990315
http://earthsky.org/tonight/supermoon-to-stage-total-eclipse-of-the-sun-on-march-20


This Solar Eclipse makes the present 

Tetrad a Unprecedented Perfect 

Tetrad. See our related study.

There's a small chance some St. John's, NL residents could 
sneak a glimpse, but most Canadians will have to wait for two 
upcoming total lunar eclipses -- one on April 4, 2015 (for 
Ontarians and western Canada) and the other on Sept. 28, 
2015 (for Ontarians, Quebecers, Maritimers and parts of 
Nunavut).

The positive thing is, despite Canadians missing out on this 
cosmic phenomena, we can take solace (solstice?) in the fact 
that at 6:45 pm ET on March 20, spring has officially arrived. 

If you're not in the right spot to view the eclipse and you really 
want to see this once-in-many-decades event, you can watch it 
online. The Slooh Community Observatory will host a live, two-
and-a-half-hour broadcast of the event starting at 4:30 a.m. ET 
Friday.

http://www.cbc.ca/news/technology/supermoon-will-spring-a-total-solar-eclipse-on-friday-1.2990315
http://main.slooh.com/
















(Search this Eclipse Video in the Internet 

as PDF does not support videos)



Solar Eclipse Photos



Solar Eclipse Photos
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Super Moon Photo



Super Moon Photo



Super Moon Photo



Super Moon Photo



Super Moon Photo
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Super Moon Photo



Super Moon Photo





5 End Time Wars

The Battle of Armageddon is the last of the Five End Time Wars

This will be the last war for 1000 years. When this war breaks out, there will 
only be two major super powers left standing, the global government of the 
beast and the Asian coalition with China. At this time these last two world 
powers will make their move to secure the Middle East and take out Israel. 
Again the enemies of Israel don’t realize that God will not allow harm to 
come to the apple of his eye. At this time Jesus will be seen coming back on 
his white horse and Gods enemies will be destroyed in quick order. I believe 
at this time all who have taken the mark of the beast will be seen as an 
enemy of God and unredeemable. It will be a sad day when those who were 
deceived by the antichrist into taking the mark of the beast will call out to 
God for Mercy and as Jesus told the five foolish virgins, “I don’t even know 
you.” The beast and the false prophet will be thrown into the lake of fire, 
and satan will be bound for a thousand years. We won’t win all the battles, 
but we will win the war.( Muslims look like they are winning. See our 
upcoming study on Cairo a New Capital In Egypt. A place to revive the 
Worship of the Sun and The Earth)



Jesus Second Coming Picture 

Gallery



Jesus Second Coming Picture 

Gallery



Jesus Second Coming Picture 

Gallery



Jesus Second Coming Picture 

Gallery



Conclusions: For the Mid 

Tetrad Solar Eclipse.

 I’m not sure what will happen with this solar eclipse. One 
thing relating to Israel was confirmed yesterday in an 
election is Israel and Israel will be lead through the end 
Times by Benjamin Netanyahu   but it is safe to say that Isis 
Psalm 83 war is beginning and wont last long. 

 The Tetrad might also mark Judgement on USA  but really 
this is held out for just prior  to the Lords return. Part of 
that judgment will start I believe I September 24 , 2015 the 
Day of Atonement. I believe we will see hyperinflation like 
no other this year in America and it is starting to show its 
ugly head as the artificially lowered gas prices return.

 I think September this year is key to many End Time events 
with the fall of America and the Worlds economy coinciding 
with the collapse paralleling Germanys 1923 collapse that 
ushered in Hitler to power.(Satan's first attempt to rid the 
world of God’s people failed but not with devastating 
results of 6 million Jews dead and 2 million Christians.)



Conclusions: For the Mid 

Tetrad Solar Eclipse.

 This tetrad is the 8th tetrad and any junior scholar of the 
Bible can tell you eight means new beginnings and has 
similar meaning in the occult and masons. The last time the 
God was frustrated with the world he wiped it out and 
started over with 8 people on the ark. (See the Noah Ark 
study)

 The Solar Eclipse and Super moon are significant events and 
only God could make it a Perfectly symmetrically tetrad as 
shown in the graph on slide 28.

 The Good news as the End Time Events unfold ie Please 
reference our Flow Chart at Nameofthelord777.com to see 
events and Players in the end times as they have been 
revealed to us in our studies.

 The Really Good News even though the muslims may rule 
the world for 3.5 to 7 years before Jesus RETURN. HE WILL 
RETURN!!!



Would like to thank you for taking your time

to see our study on 

“March 20, 2015 Solar Eclipse and 

Super Moon Study”

All of these studies are done because 

they have had a profound effect on my life. 

Nameofthelord777 

Ministry



Nameofthelord777 Ministry 
wants Thank you for your 

time…. 

May God bless us with Wisdom in 
these End Times and Peace  to 
share the Gospel with the Lost.


